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Daniel Olexa, MCC, CIHt has been a coach all of his life. He
started his ‘official’ coaching career in 2017. In less than 7 years,
he earned his MCC credential, coached hundreds of clients,
trained over 3,500 individuals around the world to become
coaches.

He is the founder of Transcendent Living, and believes in
everyone’s ability to live beyond normal outcomes, if they are
committed to examining their stories of worthiness and self.

His motto is: “Ordinary people do ordinary things. You are
better than that.”

The Power of Presence

SPEAKING & MEDIA TOPICS

OFFICIAL BIO

Fear typically knocks us out of intuitive flow in our work and in
our lived.. What is on the other side of that fear? In the gut-
check moment, how can you embrace trusting your intuition,
take a leap of faith, and let your life flow?

Trusting Your Gut: How to Overcome Fear and
Trust Your Intuition

With this empowering speech based on his own life
circumstances, Daniel inspires audiences to see past negative
events so they may understand and embrace the strength that
comes from all experiences.

There Are No Accidents in the Universe

EDUCATOR

As a trainer, Daniel has taught
over 3,500 students around
the world how to be 
powerful coaches.

Daniel hosts international
personal empowerment
retreats designed to unleash
core knowledge and connect 
to transformational wisdom.

MEDIA & AWARDS

Featured in Stop Selling and 
     Start Leading

Co-Author of Practical Manifesting
Co-Author of A Pessimist's Guide to
Manifesting
Creator of My Two Minute Journal
Featured in VoyageLA & VoyageKC
LA South Bay's Best
Hypnotherapist

TESTIMONIALS

"Daniel was personable,
funny, and inspiring! He did
a great job of making us all
feel comfortable right away
with turning inward, to look
at and conquer our own
roadblocks to creativity and
flow.”

~  Karla Olson
Publishers & Writers, San Diego
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